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ABSTRACT: Water plays a key role in biomolecular recognition
and binding. Despite the development of several computational
and experimental approaches, it is still challenging to compre-
hensively characterize water-mediated effects on the binding
process. Here, we investigate how water affects the binding of
Src kinase to one of its inhibitors, PP1. Src kinase is a target for
treating several diseases, including cancer. We use biased molecular
dynamics simulations, where the hydration of predetermined
regions is tuned at will. This computational technique efficiently
accelerates the SRC-PP1 binding simulation and allows us to
identify several key and yet unexplored aspects of the solvent’s role.
This study provides a further perspective on the binding
phenomenon, which may advance the current drug design
approaches for the development of new kinase inhibitors.

Molecular recognition is the basis of every biological
process. Biomolecules evolved in an aqueous environ-

ment, so they largely exploit the properties of water to achieve
the binding affinity and specificity required for an efficient
functioning.1 Three important phenomena arising from the
properties of water are dielectric screening, hydrophobic
interaction, and viscous drag, which affects diffusivity.
Dielectric screening is mostly a product of molecular
polarizability and is at the basis of the desolvation penalty.2

The desolvation penalty is the energy that binding partners
have to yield in order to bury polar and H-bond-forming
groups, therefore depriving them of direct interactions with
water molecules.3 Hydrophobic interactions in biomolecular
systems are water-mediated forces that come into play when
hydrophobic groups on the solute’s surface are present. They
are more difficult to characterize and are not always intuitive.4,5

Hydrophobic interactions are thought to play a primary role in
solving Levinthal’s paradox of protein folding, and they are
crucial to biomolecular recognition.1,6−8 It is important to
understand the mechanistic details of water’s role in molecular
recognition. This is true for fundamental science (i.e., Physical
Chemistry and Biology) but also for applied drug design,
where this understanding can be used to engineer new
molecules with desired binding profiles. For these reasons, this
field has been continuously a subject of active research.9−13

It is challenging to experimentally characterize the properties
of water at the molecular level.14 The available structures of
biomolecules typically reveal multiple water sites near the
biomolecular surface, buried inside cavities, or at binding

interfaces. Water sites can be detected in the crystal state by X-
ray (with a resolution of at least 2.0 Å)15 and neutron
diffraction or in solution by nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) and other spectroscopy approaches.16 NMR spectros-
copy allows probing proteins in aqueous solution at room
temperature, and it can also be exploited to study water-
mediated protein−ligand interactions.17 Infrared spectroscopy
is another powerful tool for water characterization.18

Specifically, terahertz absorption spectroscopy can probe the
different fluctuating orientations of molecular dipoles and the
collective intermolecular vibrations of the hydrogen-bond
network in bulk water and in water molecules interacting
with solutes.19

Theoretical and computational approaches can more easily
trace the individual behavior of solvent molecules, including
water molecule orientation, tumbling, and residence time, but
the inherent complexity of the recognition process makes
understanding their role in this context a significant
challenge.13,20−22 While an exhaustive examination of the
related literature, which is massive, goes beyond the scope of
this work, we would like to distinguish reductionist approaches
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from atomistic-level approaches. The former attempt to derive
general principles from studies performed on simplified and/or
schematized systems (e.g., host−guest pairs), using implicit
solvent descriptions or concepts typical of mesoscale physics
(≥μm) such as contact angles and liquid/vapor phases.23−25

The latter describe biomolecular systems with the greatest
available level of detail, which is normally the atomistic
structure, and break down the full binding process into a
collection of punctual events, such as the formation and
breaking of H bonds (see, e.g., Balius et al.26 and refs therein).
A complete understanding of the recognition and binding
mechanisms would require going from the big picture to the
finer details, which can be a daunting task.
One of the most fascinating results of reductionist studies is

that biological systems tend to function at the border of phase
transitions in order to promptly react to minor environmental
changes.27 With regard to hydrophobic interactions, the
density of water near partially hydrophobic binding interfaces
appears to be in a highly fluctuating state similar to that of
liquid−vapor interfaces. This makes the desolvation propensity
sensitive to subtle changes in surface conformation, topology,
and chemistry, which significantly impacts biomolecular
function.24,28,29 The energetic characterization of biomolecular
association must therefore include a thorough evaluation of
solvent-related contributions, the behavior of which can be
counterintuitive and can exhibit a high degree of entropy-
enthalpy compensation.25,30−32 Molecular dynamics (MD) is
the appropriate computational tool for dynamically character-
izing any binding process at the atomistic level.27,33−35 The
unique advantage of detailed atomistic simulations is that they
can identify specific molecular determinants of binding,

including solvent-related ones, and offer useful clues about
how to chemically modify a candidate drug.22,29,36−39 Ideally,
one would exhaustively sample the conformational space of a
given process to achieve a thorough characterization. However,
this use of MD creates some challenges. Recognition and
binding are so-called “rare” or “activated” events, for which
extensive sampling is often computationally unaffordable.
Nevertheless, plain MD simulations have achieved this in
several cases.39−43 In these instances, observations based on a
number of long simulations, lasting from a handful to hundreds
of microseconds (μs), provided many useful insights, although
they were statistically insufficient in terms of inferring solid
conclusions about the full binding mechanism. A further
difficulty of computational studies is that static crystal
structures, albeit sometimes multiple conformations are
available, are the only option for benchmarking their results.
Despite these limitations, computational simulations have
generated fruitful discussions about the impact of solvent
perturbation on the binding affinity and the kinetics of
congeneric ligands binding to the same target.20,44

The mechanism of drugs binding to protein kinases is an
ideal example for demonstrating the active role of water
molecules.45,46 Protein−Ligand binding in protein kinases can
be described as a two-step model representative of a general
induced-fit mechanism.47 The ligand must first reach the
proximity of the entrance to the cavity containing the binding
site, then enter through a better-defined path to complete the
process (see Figure 1a).39,48 Protein kinases are enzymes
involved in cellular signaling. They are attractive targets for
treating several diseases, including cancer, cardiovascular
diseases, central nervous system disorders, diabetes, and

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the free-energy profile (a) and the dehydration bias mechanism (b−d) during the binding process. At the
initial stage, 1, when the ligand is in the bulk, a semiparabolic bias is applied over the values of the electrostatic collective variables of the ligand and
the Src binding site (BS). The combined water repulsion of these regions increases the effective concentration of the ligand in front of the site, 2,
and, therefore, the likelihood of binding. The vertex of the bias is gradually shifted in the direction of the black arrow from 100% of the unbound
value to the desired one. The external force automatically switches off as soon as the target hydration level is reached, 3. Localized dehydration can
also affect the height of the association energy barrier in both directions, depending on the properties of the specific binding system.
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inflammatory diseases.49−51 Because of the existence in the
literature of experimental and computational knowledge, we
chose to study Src kinase interacting with its PP1 inhibitor.
This system is deemed to be representative of a large class of
inhibition mechanisms in the kinase family. Abnormally
increased activity of c-Src kinase is associated with various
forms of cancer in humans, including cancers of the lungs, liver,
colon, and pancreas.52

Our method tries to find an intermediate position between
reductionist and atomistic approaches. We use our previously
developed hydration collective variable53 to induce, within the
simulative framework of explicit solvent MD, a controlled
repulsion between predetermined regions of the solute and the
water molecules in their surroundings. By tuning the effective
hydrophobicity of the PP1 ligand and of the Src kinase cognate
binding site (see Figure 1b−d and Figure S1), we increase the
likelihood of observing binding events during the simulation
and we analyze the mechanistic impact of hydration on specific
determinants of binding. We discuss the biophysical and
biological implications of our findings.
We performed 64 plain and 198 biased MD simulations,

each ∼35 ns long, amounting to a total of ∼9.2 μs of
simulations of the Src-PP1 biomolecular system starting from
the unbound state. As detailed in the Methods section in the
Supporting Information, the bias involves applying a repulsive
force between predetermined regions of the system (here, the
heavy atoms of the ligand and the binding site, see Figure S1)
and the surrounding water molecules. The effect of this force
on the water region nearby the entrance of the site was first
analyzed in the trajectory where the ligand never got close to
the binding site. The analysis considered the water behavior at
distances from the center of the binding site ranging from zero
to slightly more than 1 nm. Here, as expected, the bias slightly
lowers the density of water (see Figure S2) and causes an
increase of the fluctuations of water density, especially near the
entrance of the site (Figure S3), similarly to what occurs
around hydrophobic sites.54 The method is designed in a way
that, when the water density around any biased region goes
below the corresponding predefined threshold, the bias
automatically switches off. This is what happens when the
ligand reaches the binding site and both move to a less-
hydrated state. The rationale for this is to allow for the
recovery of an unbiased evolution after the association
energetic barrier has been overcome (see Figure 1). The
choice of the hydration thresholds is somehow heuristic and
benefits from the experience achieved during the application of
the method developed in ref 53, where the residual hydration
of the ligand and the BS upon binding were observed. They are
expressed as percentages, namely, 50% for the ligand and 80%
for the BS, of the unperturbed hydrations. Our analysis focuses
on three aspects: (i) the likelihood of observing a successful
binding event, (ii) the mechanistic molecular details of the
recognition and binding of PP1 to Src, and (iii) whether these
observations can be generalized to the kinase protein
superfamily.

■ MODULATING HYDRATION INCREASES BINDING
OCCURRENCE IN THE SIMULATION

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD) values averaged over the last 1 ns of the
simulation for each replica with respect to the PP1-Src native
complex (distances between the center of masses of PP1 and
the Src binding site, PP1-SrcBS, are shown in Figure S4; see

Supporting Information for a detailed explanation of their
calculation). As expected, the inhibitor did not reach the Src
binding site in any of the short unbiased trajectories (see
Figure 2a). In the single bias, where the dehydration bias is
applied to PP1 only, the ligand gets close to the SrcBS entrance
in most trajectories (case 2, see Figure 1c), but it is never
observed to complete the binding process. The application of
this protocol narrowed the distribution of PP1-SrcBS distances
and RMSD of the unbiased trajectories to lower values (see
Figures 2b and S4b). In the single-bias trajectories on average
the ligand always remains attached to the protein (see Figure
S5). The completion of the binding (from case 2 to 3, see
Figure 1) is facilitated in the double-bias protocol, where we
also apply a dehydration bias to the SrcBS. This allowed one
trajectory to achieve the native binding conformation (reach-
ing a value of 0.67 Å for the RMSD of the ligand with respect
to (wrt) crystal averaged along the last ns) and increased the
number of trajectories in which PP1 ends up in case 2, that is,
near the SrcBS (see Figures 2c and S4c). The same trend was
observed in the double-delayed protocol, that is, with a delayed
bias over the SrcBS, where three native binding events were
achieved (last ns average RMSD wrt crystal of 0.95, 0.90, and
0.87 Å, respectively, see Figures 2d and S4d). However, the
analysis of the trajectories with the double-delayed bias
indicates the presence of several false positives, that is, poses
characterized by short ligand-SrcBS distance but large RMSD
values (see Figures 2d and S4d). The double-delayed bias
results in an overintense bias that provoked the shift of the
water molecules that formed H bonds with polar and charged
residues at the SrcBS entrance (Gly344 and Ser345 on one
side and the residues Lys295, Glu310, and Asp404 on the
other) when PP1 approached this region, hence creating
alternative, high-energy entrance pathways for the drug.

■ BINDING-SITE DEHYDRATION FACILITATES THE
COMPLETION OF THE BINDING PROCESS

The results of the previous section suggest that hydration’s role
in the last stage of the binding process could be subtler than

Figure 2. Distribution of the RMSD values for each set of (a)
unbiased, (b) single bias, (c) double bias, and (d) double-delayed bias
trajectories. Orange circles indicate the ligand when unbound, 1, and
while approaching the binding site, 2. The probability of native
binding events (case 3) is highlighted in yellow for all sets of
trajectories.
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expected. To confirm this, we deepened the analysis of the
hydration shell of PP1 and of the Src binding site during the
transition from the entrance region and up to the complete
binding. We used two plain MD trajectories of PP1 binding to
Src kinase, obtained from the work of Shan et al.39 Figure 3a,b
shows the number of H bonds between the SrcBS and water
and between PP1 and water, respectively, for one trajectory,
named Simulation 3, as in ref 39. The complete binding, which
occurs after 0.6 μs, is concurrent with a significant decrease in
the number of H bonds formed between water and,
respectively, PP1 and the SrcBS. After binding, there is an
increased fluctuation in the number of H-bonds, especially for
the SrcBS, until a more stable behavior is achieved at ∼3 μs.
Similar behavior can be observed in the other simulation by
Shan et al., namely, Simulation 1 (see Figure S6a,b). As
detailed below, these fluctuations correspond to the dehy-
dration of the binding site. Notably, we observed the same
behavior in our successful, that is, leading to a near-native
complex, double-biased trajectory (see Figures 3d,e and S7−
S9a,b). Indeed, our biased trajectories and the unbiased ones
from Shan et al. were in good agreement in terms of number of
H bonds between water and PP1 and between water and the
SrcBS. This confirms that the applied dehydration bias does
not significantly perturb the H-bond interactions between
water and the ligand or the SrcBS, while favoring the
permanence of the ligand near the protein and increasing the

frequency of water entering and abandoning the SrcBS cavity.
A further observation on the SrcBS hydration showed that
several water molecules did continue to directly interact with
the polar residues at the bottom of the SrcBS during PP1 entry
(see snapshots in Figure S10 for greater clarity). Analysis of the
residence time of these molecules in the cavity during the
unbiased Shan et al. binding trajectories provided upper-bound
estimates on the order of tens of nanoseconds. Thus, once PP1
enters the cavity, it takes several nanoseconds to clear all the
water molecules and achieve the final binding conformation, as
it has been noted elsewhere.39,48 This kind of mechanism may
respond to different functions. On one side, the water
molecules could act as a “shield” during binding, attenuating
possible repulsive or energetically unfavorable interactions
between the drug and the polar side-chain residues. On the
other side, the water molecules could help the selectivity
toward the correct binding conformation between PP1 and
SrcBS, since their presence modifies the accessible conforma-
tional space of the cavity. This second explanation is consistent
with the results obtained by applying the double-delayed bias,
where an excessive or too rapid dehydration bias led to non-
native bindings due to incorrect PP1 orientations inside the
cavity (see Figures 2d and S4d).

Figure 3. The evolution of the hydration of the targeted regions is evaluated during Simulation 3 from D. E. Shaw Research (a−c) and during the
successful double-biased MD trajectory (d−f). The application of the hydration bias accelerates the entry of the ligand by almost 2 orders of
magnitude. The behavior of the hydration in Src-BS (a, d) and PP1 (b, e), estimated by averaging the number of H-bonds with water along time,
correlates with that observed for the Lys295-Asp404 (KD) and Lys295-Glu310 (KE) salt bridges, as they must break (especially the KD salt
bridge) to allow the entry of PP1 (c, f). For clarity of representation, raw values have been smoothed by averaging over 200 ns (a−c) and over 0.5
ns (d−f). As it was done for the H-bonds, the distance used to evaluate the frequencies of formation of salt bridges or of interaction between the
NZ atom of a lysine and a water molecule is of 4Å.
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■ A LYS-ASP SALT BRIDGE EMERGES AS A
MODULATOR FOR BINDING

Observing the binding mechanism during the transition
between cases 2 and 3 (see Figure 1) usefully elucidates the
role of water molecules. In the Shan et al. trajectories and in
our biased simulations, the binding of PP1 occurred through
the entrance delimited by the hydrophobic patch Leu273 and
Tyr340 and the groups Gly344 and Ser345, on one side, and
the charged residues Lys295, Glu310, and Asp404, which form
the salt bridge Lys295-Glu310 (in short: KE) and the salt
bridge Lys295-Asp404 (in short: KD) (see Figure 3). Lys295,
located in the beta-3 secondary structure, is conserved in the
protein tyrosine kinase family (Pkinase_Tyr (PF07714)) and
forms the salt bridge with Glu310 of the C-helix (also highly
conserved in the family Pkinase_Tyr).55 In turn, Asp404 is
found in the highly conserved Asp-Phe-Gly (DFG) motif
located at the beginning of the activation loop. In the active
state, its side chain interacts with Mg2+ during adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) catalysis. The salt bridge KE is considered
primordial and key for the correct functionality of the active
state of protein kinases.55−58 Computational studies have
linked the KD salt bridge to the flipping transition from the
“DFG in” to “DFG out” conformation of the A loop, as a
stabilizer of the DFG in conformation.59 We followed the
behaviors of KE and KD along the Shan et al. unbiased binding
trajectories (see Figures 3c and S5c) and during our successful
biased ones (see Figures 3f and S6c−S8c) by comparing
Lys295−water interactions with the occurrence of these salt
bridges. We found a strong correlation between PP1 entering
the cavity and the rupture of the KD salt bridge. As PP1 enters
the cavity and begins its dehydration (e.g., see Figure 3b), the
hydration of Lys295 and its distance from Asp404 increase
(see Figure 3c).
In contrast, the KE salt bridge seems to be less affected by

PP1 entering the cavity, although PP1’s interaction with the
SrcBS leads to greater fluctuations in the distance between the
two forming residues (see Figure 3c,f). Moreover, before PP1

enters the cavity, both KD and KE salt bridges are quite stable,
with a relative frequency of formation of 72% for KD and even
larger for KE. During association, the KD bridge becomes
mostly disrupted, and its breakage concurs with a significant
increase in the SrcBS size (see Figure 4). After the binding, a
formed KD bridge can be observed in 14% of the remaining
simulation.

■ HYDRATION INFLUENCES THE STABILITY OF THE
LYS295-ASP404 BRIDGE AND THE BINDING

To corroborate the previous observations, we used the
successful double-biased trajectories, which have a picosecond
temporal resolution, to analyze in more detail the molecular
interactions taking place from the time of the ligand’s entry
until it achieves the native-like pose. In Figures 4 and S10, we
characterize the path interval in which PP1 reorients and enters
the cavity. We do this by plotting the distance between PP1
and the Src binding site (see Figure 4a) and the distances
between the atoms N of the ε-amino group and C from the β-
and γ-carboxyl groups involved in the KD and KE salt bridges,
respectively (see Figure 4b). Again, these results demonstrate
the strong relationship between PP1 entering the cavity and
the salt bridge breaking. Along this path, water molecules
accompany PP1 while it enters, interacting with different polar
and charged groups surrounding the cavity entrance, that is,
Gly344 and Ser345 on one side and Lys295, GluE310, and
Asp404 on the other (see snapshots in Figures 4c and S9).
More importantly, the water molecules surrounding PP1 seem
to be responsible for the breaking of the KD salt bridge (see
snapshots at 6.80 and 7.91 ns in Figure 4c) by interacting with
the charged groups. Although we cannot rule out that the
rupture of a water network might be (co)responsible for KD
breakage, we observed in our simulations that the high
flexibility of the involved residues and their ability for multiple
interaction modes hinder the formation of any stable water
network. The subsequent increase in distance between both
residues leads to the widening of the cavity (as shown in Figure
4c). We found a similar behavior in the two unbiased

Figure 4. Analysis of the entry of PP1 into the BS of Src kinase. Distance between (a) PP1 and Src BS and (b) Lys295-Asp404 (black) and Lys295-
Glu310 (red) along the interval in which PP1 achieves the binding site is evaluated in the successful double-biased MD trajectory. Some
representative snapshots, represented by yellow crosses in panels (a) and (b), are shown in panel (c) and depict the mechanism of PP1-Src binding.
PP1 and its hydration shell as well as the polar (green) and charged (red for negative charge, blue for positive charge) residues of the Src binding
site are represented using the Licorice Representation in the molecular visualization software VMD. A molecular surface representation is shown of
the cavity size when the salt bridges are formed at 6.51 ns and broken at 8.20 ns. The pocket and protein surfaces were calculated with
Nanoshaper.60
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trajectories from D. E. Shaw Research (see Figures S11 and
S12), although their time resolution of 1 ns makes difficult a
thorough analysis of the entrance event, which occurs in a
short time range of 2−3 ns. To support the conjecture that
hydration impacts KD stability, we performed an additional set

of biased simulations, in which the KD salt bridge is
dehydrated by up to 50% of the average value obtained in
the absence of PP1.
During the first stages of the simulation, ∼40% of the

trajectories started with a broken salt bridge, which is

Figure 5. Bioinformatic and structural analysis of the conservation of the KD bridge within the kinase superfamily. (a) Schematic representation of
the down selection process performed on the initial kinase superfamily (upper diagram) and sunburst chart of structural analysis (lower diagram).
In blue, structures where the K-D salt bridge is conserved (Lys295 − Asp404 distance > 5 Å). (b) Structural differences between active (A-loop in
red) and inactive (A-loop in blue) conformation of ABL kinase, used as a representative system. Distance, in angstroms, between Lys and Asp
residues in the two conformations. (c) Sequence logo of Src kinase key residues.

Figure 6. (a) Structural representation of the gatekeeper residue Thr338 overlapped with the mutation Met, and the Lys295-Asp404 salt bridge in
the Src binding site. (b) Number of water molecules within 3 Å of the N of a Lys side chain or any of two O atoms of Asp side chain in the KD salt
bridge along the MD trajectories of SRC (black) and SRC Thr338Met (red). (c) Occurrence of the KD salt bridge for the MD trajectories of SRC
(black) and SRC Thr338Met (red). Curves in (b, c) were smoothed by averaging over a window of 20 points (±5 ns).
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compatible with the situations previously observed in the
unbiased simulations. However, at 10 ns, when the
dehydration bias on the salt bridge achieved the maximum
value of 50%, the salt bridge was strongly formed in ∼90% of
the trajectories. Afterward, we did not observe any breaking of
this salt bridge in our simulations. This provides quantitative
support to the intuitive idea that hydration increases the
breaking frequency of the salt bridge. We did not observe, in
our simulations, any persistent water network around the KD
bridge.

■ CONSERVATION OF THE KD BRIDGE IN THE
KINASES

The Lys295-Asp404 breakage mechanism upon inhibitor
binding may be common to other members of the kinase
family due to the high conservation of the residues composing
the KD bridge. To confirm this hypothesis, a large-scale
structural analysis has been performed across all the available
three-dimensional (3D) structures of kinases superfamily
available from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) (22/05/2020).
A KD bridge was identified when the equivalent Lys295
(conserved Lys) and Asp404 (DFG Asp) residues are within 5
Å of each other. The same figure has been used to classify
kinase conformations as DFG-in active.61

As represented in Figure 5, our analysis showed that
equivalent Lys295 and Asp404 residues were found in the 78%
of the available structures (6787 individual chains). A KD
bridge was found in 64% (4402 chains) of these, and the
relative structure is classified as DFG-in. To investigate the
impact of a ligand on the KD bridge, we discriminated then
between DFG-in kinases with a small molecule in the primary
pocket (HOLO) and DFG-in kinases with empty pockets
(APO). 3567 DFG-in HOLO chain structures (81%) were
found to show a Lys295 and Asp404 distance compatible with
a salt bridge after the binding of a small molecule.
The same analysis was performed taking into account the

1934 structures belonging to the tyrosine protein kinase family
only. 47% (925 chains) was found to preserve the KD bridge
when a small molecule is bound on the primary cavity (see
Figure 5). These observations support the idea that the KD
bridge can contribute to the association energetic barrier of
ligands in a large number of cases.
A further way to explore the biological relevance of our

finding is to consider how an important mutation in the
binding site of tyrosine kinases (that of the gatekeeper T338M,
which brings resistance to some drugs,62 affects the stability of
the KD salt bridge). In the T338M isoform, a hydrophilic
residue (Thr) is replaced by a more hydrophobic one (Met) in
a mostly hydrophobic cavity (see Figure 6a). This induces a
decrement both of the average number of water molecules
inside the cavity and also around the KD salt bridge (see
Figure 6b). As observed before (see Figure 3), the occurrence
of the KD salt bridge strongly correlates with the decrement in
the number of water molecules (or number of water H bonds)
around the side chains of Lys295 and Asp404 (see Figure 6c).
In the T338M Src mutant, after a period of equilibration of
∼300 ns upon mutation, the KD salt bridge remains stable as
well as the number of water molecules around the group. In
the wild-type Src, each peak in the number of water molecules
matches the breaking of the KD salt bridge. This is important
in terms of the conformational stability of kinase binding sites,
since previous simulations of Shan et al.63 have demonstrated
that the breaking of the KD salt bridge shifts the DFG loop

conformational equilibrium, accelerating its flipping process
toward the DFG out inactive form. Moreover, this information
is relevant to the work of Hari et al.,64 who demonstrated
experimentally that the nature of the gatekeeper residue
regulates the DFG-in and -out conformation equilibrium of the
kinases. Therefore, the ability of the hydrophobic gatekeeper
residue to stabilize the KD salt bridge and hence the DFG-in
conformational state is an important factor to consider in terms
of drug resistance65 or when characterizing the different
inhibitory behaviors of drugs toward kinase subfamilies, such as
imatinib (aka Gleevec) toward Abl/Src/Syk proteins.62,66,67 In
this respect, it is interesting to note that resistance mechanisms
involving the stabilization of the KD bridge might increase the
association barrier for a neutral inhibitor such as PP1 without
affecting the binding of the ATP natural substrate. This is due
to the favorable interaction of the phosphate group of ATP
with the Lys295, which does not require to break the KD
bridge, as confirmed by 65% of the ATP-binding kinase
structures that also present a formed KD bridge (see Figure
S13).68

It is interesting to note that this mechanism was not
identified by directly forcing the rupture of the KD salt bridge
but by observing the effects of local hydration. This is
consistent with statistical analysis performed on the Protein
Data Bank, where it has been observed that one of the most
relevant structural features of protein ligand binding is
represented by water molecule architecture.69

In summary, binding processes involve several active
components, including the solvent species, and unraveling
their roles is an important task, made challenging by the
temporal scale required to achieve the native binding and by
the complex behavior of solvent-mediated effects. In this work,
we mechanistically analyze the role of water in a biologically
relevant and well-studied protein−ligand binding case: Src
Kinase-PP1. Our analysis uses a novel computational approach
belonging to the category of the so-called “enhanced sampling
methods” in MD. These techniques increase the capabilities of
MD by accelerating the simulation of transitions between
configurations separated by high-energy barriers. We envision a
campaign of several replicas of short (35 ns) simulations where
the conventional free dynamics of the solvated protein−ligand
system is altered by a controlled repulsion between water and
the heavy atoms found in the ligand and the binding site. Our
simulations show that the behavior of water near the binding
site surface during the biased simulations is similar to that
which is known to occur in the proximity of hydrophobic sites.
Moreover, provided the applied bias is moderate, specific

water interactions are preserved and can be discerned from
those in which water acts merely as a bulk solvent. Focusing on
the binding phenomenon, we compare our simulations with
the longer and more computationally demanding plain MD
simulations performed on the same system by the D. E. Shaw
Research group,39 finding good qualitative agreement,
including the presence of water-induced local energy minima
encountered during the binding process. Interestingly, even
though no specific knowledge about the reaction coordinate of
the Src-PP1 association process was used in the bias, the
correct binding conformation was observed in some of the
replicas, as assessed by comparison with the crystal structure of
the complex. Our analysis confirms that overcoming the
desolvation penalty alone is not enough to guarantee the
occurrence of a binding event, since there can be other relevant
slow degrees of freedom. Application of the method to
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different systems may therefore perform differently and require
some tuning of the parameters, such as which region of the
protein is to be biased and which are suitable threshold values
for the target hydration. Too-low target values would
undesirably keep the bias alive after the encounter has
occurred. The successful trajectories may be used as starting
points for path-based free-energy calculation approaches.70,71

This approach allowed us to extend the study, leading to a
striking observation from the biological and drug design points
of view: we found that the entry of the ligand into the binding-
site cavity is concurrent with the breakage of a salt bridge in
the site. This salt bridge, here named KD, involves two
residues, Lys295 and Asp404, which are remarkably evolutio-
narily preserved in the protein kinase family, acting like a
molecular switch. We suggest that local hydration modulates
this process of breaking and formation of the KD salt bridge,
which in turn can modulate the binding efficiency toward the
Src kinase along with the other Lys295-Glu310 salt bridge.
Local hydration does in fact promote this breakage, and its
fluctuations may allow conformational receptor−ligand adjust-
ments that are typical of the induced-fit mechanism, facilitating
in the end the binding of potential inhibitors. Src-PP1 is not
the only system where the role of water molecules is central to
defining the selectivity of a kinase inhibitor.72 Our structural
bioinformatics analysis confirms that not just Lys295 and
Asp404 but the polar interaction itself is very conserved in the
kinase family and, especially, in the Tyr-kinase subfamily.
These observations lead to two pharmacological implica-

tions. First, as already conjectured elsewhere,73,74 localized
water molecules, water networks, as well as the accessibility of
solvent to the binding site, can be crucial factors to exploit
when seeking for selectivity in the design of new ligands for
members of promiscuous protein families. Second, the
evolutionarily preserved KD salt bridge can act as a molecular
switch in water-mediated binding, pointing to an Src
conformational state that could be targeted in modern drug
design.
Overall, we have shown that the localized tuning of

hydration in an MD simulation can be a precious enabling
tool to study relevant biological and biochemical processes. A
delicate aspect of its application is the need to tune the
strength of the bias on the analyzed system, in order to avoid
an excess of force, which would hide subtler, but still relevant,
aspects of the process. We are working to extend this kind of
analysis to other fields such as material and nanosciences.
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